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Abstract

In most modern computer games, ambient soundtracks are used to enhance the immersive quality of
the game. These ambient tracks are often simply stereo samples playing on repeat for as long as the
player's avatar is within a simply specified – for example, within a given distance – area in the game
world. This kind of ambient sound provides only the crudest form of navigational information –
whether the player avatar is inside or outside the ambient source's area of effect.

This thesis discusses the idea and implementation of a system that allows for arbitrarily shaped
areas of effect by using painted maps. The source fields are generated from the maps in order to
emulate directionality and distribution of the ambient sound. In addition, the implementation should
also take the height map of the game terrain into account, and change the behaviour of the source
fields accordingly.

The implementation uses the OpenAL interface to position point audio sources, according to the
calculations based on the input maps, for the audio output.

Two different approaches to point source positioning were examined; the grid layout, where the
point sources were positioned uniformly around the avatar, and the dynamic sector approach, in
which the positioning depends on how big a circle sector the source field describes as seen from the
avatar position.

The terrain interaction uses a ray-tracing algorithm that “crawls” over the landscape to find the
shortest possible straight path from avatar to source over the terrain. In the current version of the
implementation, a simple intensity modification accounts for the terrain impact on sound
propagation.
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1  Introduction

1.1  Project Description

The original idea of this project was to implement a system by which a sound designer or composer
can literally paint maps of how sound should propagate in a virtual environment. As the project
evolved, its focus became mainly the modelling of distributed sound sources, or source fields.

1.2  Background

In many modern computer games, the player directly controls an avatar in a virtual world. The
player's perspective may be first person – as in games like Half-Life or Quake – or third person – as
in games like Tomb Raider or Prince of Persia: The Sands of Time. In both cases, the game has to
allow the player to navigate and interact with her environment in a way that feels intuitive. The
graphics have to be detailed enough to represent the environment that, in turn, needs to be highly
interactive. The game audio has to provide a soundtrack to the player's adventures, and to some
degree, aural navigational clues. 
Audio in games can roughly be categorized into positional audio, ambient audio, music, and
interface audio. To provide positional sounds, modern audio hardware uses various techniques to
make it appear as if a sound originated at a 3D position. This is used to give the player navigational
clues, such as the rapidly approaching footsteps of alien monsters. Ambient sounds, such as the
rustling of leaves in a forest, are supposed to give the environment an aural texture that enhances the
sense of immersion. Music – a very important narrative element in games – helps to set the mood
for the player's experience. The interface audio contains all the sounds that provide the player with
game meta-information, such as the pops and clicks of buttons in the game's menus and settings.

1.2.1 A Problem With Ambient Sound

In most games, only moving objects are given positional sound sources, such as other players or
moving game entities. Ambient sounds are most often modelled by a stereo track being played with
no directionality whatsoever. Sometimes this track also contains a music soundtrack and sometimes
the ambience and the soundtrack are separate stereo tracks. These tracks are normally not processed
according to environmental characteristics, but are played "clean" as if the player avatar were
walking around with a headset on. Some of the reasons for this separation between positional sound
and ambience are:

• Games are highly visual in their content. Sound increases the sense of immersion, but most
games can still be played with the audio turned off.

• Many of the games that use 3D audio focus on action based gameplay, where most of the sounds
are used as directional cues, in order to help players navigate in the game world. In this type of
game, ambience is naturally given a low priority, since the player will very rarely notice the
ambience of the environment.

• Processing limitations. Audio hardware has been able to produce high-quality sound, resolution-
wise, since the early 90's. However, the 3D processing capabilities of audio hardware has only
recently begun to catch up with the capacity of graphics hardware[2].

• Game audio is sample based. In the 80's, synthesized audio was the only way to produce game
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audio. During the 90's high resolutions became available and game audio became sample based
[2]. Playback of samples are straightforward, and it is easy to reproduce real-world sounds, but
high resolution samples require a lot of memory. However, modern computer games often use
massive outdoor environments, and procedural methods for creating new game content is
currently experiencing something of a revival. Game audio will probably evolve in the same
direction.

This project aims to provide an intermediate step between positional sound sources and ambient,
(non-positional sound sources) by modelling the source fields by means of 3D positioned point
sources.

1.3  Report Disposition

This report is intended to document the ideas, the work and the conclusions of the Audio Maps
thesis project. The report is divided into four chapters, the first of which is the Introduction (which
you are reading at the moment) that is meant to provide some background for the project, a problem
description and some related work that is pertinent to this project, or that in some way has inspired
it.
The second Chapter – The Audio Maps Concept – is meant to conceptually describe the central
ideas of this project. This chapter also contains a discussion on the topic of  open acoustic
environments in the real world and the simplifications thereof used in this project.
The third Chapter – The implementation – provides details on how the concept was implemented in
c++. 

The fourth Chapter – Conclusion – contains a discussion on what conclusions were drawn, which
limitations and  problems the project encountered, and future work.

1.4  Related Work

In this section, a number of projects that are related to this project in one way or another are
presented.

In the article Breaking the 64 Spatialized Sources Barrier[11] the authors propose a concept similar
to that of LOD (Level Of Detail) in computer graphics, but for audio sources. The problem they
address is that modern audio hardware is rarely able to play more than 64 channels simultaneously,
which is far too few to explicitly model a complex scene. Their solution – adaptive positional
clustering – identifies sources close to each other, and replaces them with a single source -
positioned at the centroid of the positions of the original sources - which plays back a mix of the
original sources, thereby using fewer channels.
In A Beam Tracing Method for Interactive Architectural Acoustics[8] the authors propose an
approach which uses pre-calculation of acoustic environments in order to present a very detailed
acoustic model that can be used in interactive applications. This is done in a series of steps, the first
two of which are pre-calculated:
The environment is divided into convex cells of varying sizes – depending on the input geometry –
in order to speed up further calculations.

A beam tracing algorithm is used to calculate the propagation of sound through the cells. The
starting volume is the cell where a source is situated. Beams are then projected into adjacent cells –
provided it has adjacent cells that are not occluded – and both reflection and refraction phenomena
are taken into account. This is done by defining three separate types of beams; transmission beams,
reflection beams and refraction beams. The propagation of the beams then move through the cells,
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until some termination criteria is fulfilled, e.g. signal intensity or maximum number of reflections or
refractions. The resulting beams are then stored in a tree structure, where information of which cells
are traversed by what types of beam can be quickly retrieved.
During run-time, two more steps are performed:
As a user moves through the virtual environment, the stored beam trees are used to identify the
possible propagation paths of the sound. The shortest possible route within the beam is then
calculated from the listener to the source. This path is then used to calculate an impulse response
that is then convolved with a “dry” sample representing the source emission. The resulting signal is
then filtered according to an auralisation model.
In Audio Games: New perspectives on Game Audio[7] the authors describe a series of games that
can be played by the visually impaired, most notably the game Tim's Journey where the player
navigates around an island purely by sound. This is made possible by the inclusion of a number of
navigational aides, for example the foghorns placed in the principal compass directions that can
sound off when the player wants them to. Other aides include helpers – non-player characters that
can provide hints for the player – and the sound of the player's footsteps that gives information on
what kind of surface the player is moving on.
Since this project is not a follow-up of any previous work, the mentioned related work may have
inspired or illuminated parts of this project. In the next chapter, the resulting Audio Maps concept
will be elaborated upon.
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2  The Audio Map Concept

Ever since the idea was spawned to create a system that uses maps as scripting input for sound, the
modelling of open air environments has been the focus of the project. This is partly because of the
author's disappointment with the current  state of the art in computer games, but also to narrow the
project's scope down a bit.

2.1  Games versus Physical Simulation

A very important distinction between computer games and physical simulations is that games may
use simulation tools in order to create a believable world, but it is a qualitative measure: Games
have to feel real, but they do not have to simulate real-world phenomena. Therefore, modelling of
complex phenomena like sound propagation does not necessarily imply a physical approach.

In Tim's Journey[7] there is little resemblance to the real world in terms of acoustic accuracy, yet
the game lets players navigate and solve puzzles using sounds alone. This is a good example of non-
realistic sound that actually enhances the feeling of immersion, since it allows interaction with the
environment in a way that a physically correct simulation of the same environment would not do.
To use completely non-physical sound models, or to hyperbolise physically based behaviour is a
natural way to increase the ability of a game to tell a story, in the same way that film soundtracks
(almost) always are exaggerated in order to complement the storytelling of the film.
Game audio relies on real-world acoustical phenomena – however exaggerated – and psycho-
acoustical effects that allow us to be “tricked” into believing in, and interact with, the virtual
environment of a computer game. So the question arises on which real-world acoustical effects is
the most appropriate.

2.2 The Real World

Open terrain is a very complex environment. At the largest scale, the terrain itself affects sound
propagation – hills, ridges and mountains block, reflect and diffract sound, thus creating echoes,
reverberations and filtering effects. Weather phenomena like wind, rain, snow or fog affects
propagation through the atmosphere. At a smaller scale, trees, bushes et cetera modify the acoustic
environment by reflecting and absorbing sounds. Apart from affecting the propagation of sound, a
natural environment also contains a myriad of sound sources – wind interacting with terrain or
plants, moving water, animals, machines, et cetera. Now let us break down these effects into
manageable pieces.

2.2.1 The Inverse Square Law

One of the most basic aspect of sound is that sound intensity – like gravity – follows the inverse
square law[9][15][19]:

(1.) I = W
4 r2

Where the acoustic intensity I is related to sound pressure as follows:

(2.) I =
p2r 
c

Here:
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I = acoustic intensity w /m2

W = sound power w

p r = sound pressure at distance r Pa 

r= distance from the source m

=  density of air kg /m3

c= speed of sound m/ s

(It is assumed that the distance to the source is large enough compared to the source size so that the
source may be regarded as a point source.) This means that the intensity of the sound decreases
quadratically with the distance to the source, in an ideal situation.

However, our ears do not perceive increase in acoustic intensity linearly. Instead, the perceived
loudness of a sound corresponds – approximately – logarithmically to the sound pressure. Therefore
it is useful to discuss sound in terms of levels. 

Re-written in terms of sound levels, the expression becomes:

(3.) Lp=Lw20 log10r 10 log10
W ref  c
pref

2 4


where:

Lp= sound pressure level dB re 2∗105 N /m2

W ref = reference sound power; the power of a just audible sound. Most commonly 1012 w

pref = reference sound pressure; the sound pressure of a just audible sound. 20 Pa 

Lw= sound power level dB re 1012 w that relates to sound power like so:

(4.) Lw=10 log10 W
W ref



Re-written in terms of acoustic intensity:

(5.) Lw=10 log10
4 r2 I 

W ref


2.2.2 The Excess Attenuation Model

In the real world, however, there are several different parameters that affects sound propagation.
The Excess Attenuation model[16] provides a simple way of taking these parameters into account:

(6.) Lp=Lw20 log10r 10 log10
W ref  c
pref

2 4
AE

where AE= the total sound attenuation, the decrease of sound pressure over distance, given by:

(7.) AE=AabsorptionAweatherAgroundAvegetationAbarrier...

This model allows for the addition of more terms (or removal of existing ones), depending on the
type of environment – and the level of accuracy – the  model should reflect.

1.  Atmospheric Absorption

The term  Aabsorption represents absorption of sound by the atmosphere. This happens through two
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processes, the first of which is energy dissipation due to friction between air molecules, resulting in
heat. The other is due to relaxation processes where the molecules absorb energy which transforms
into rotational or vibrational movement of the molecule itself. This energy can then later be released
through translational energy, again contributing to the sound environment after having “stored” the
incoming vibration. These effects depend on the frequency of the sound and the humidity of the air
– absorption decreases with increasingly humid air, but completely dry air has the least absorbing
effect, paradoxically.

2.  Weather

The term  Aweather represents attenuation by weather effects. High up in the atmosphere, wind
speeds are significantly higher than near the ground, because of the friction that is created as the
atmosphere interacts with the ground. This gives rise to a velocity gradient, from the air that is
closest to the ground – which practically does not move relative to the ground – to somewhere
between 30-100 m, above which the winds do not increase as dramatically in speed as below. As
sound travels in this gradient, it is refracted towards the lower sound speed, which is towards the
ground if the sound travels with the wind, and towards the sky if it travels against it. This means
that – quite intuitively – sound carries farther downwind than upwind.

Another atmospheric aspect is that of air temperature. As with wind speed, sound refracts through
the air towards volumes with lower speed of sound which – in the case of temperature gradients –
means towards colder air. If the temperature is higher near the ground, then the sound will refract up
towards the colder air in the sky, and vice versa.
Small fluctuations of temperature or wind speed gives rise to turbulence, which is a chaotic,
seemingly random effect that may alter the phase and the amplitude – by changes in the refractive
index of the local atmosphere – of the incoming sound. This can affect sound intensity by several
dB, thus becoming important in our perception of the environment. In order to model this
behaviour, real-world measurements of the variation of sound amplitude under different weather
conditions have been performed, resulting in the turbulence parameter – the mean square fluctuation
of the refraction index of the air.

3.  Ground Interaction

The term  Aground  represents the role that ground interaction plays in our acoustic environment. If
a source and a listener is relatively close to the ground – as is most often the case concerning
humans – a listener will receive not only the direct sound from the source, but also the reflected
sound from the ground between source and listener. The intensity and phase of this reflected wave
depends on the acoustic impedance of the ground – how much energy is absorbed, and how much is
reflected. The absorbed part of the incoming wave – typically low frequencies – can  then be
transmitted by the ground material, possibly a lot faster and a lot further than the direct wave
travelling through the air, depending on the material of the ground – recall the classic cowboy film
scene where the hero puts his ear to the ground in order to hear if the bandits are coming. The
reflected wave that is received by the listener will interfere with the direct sound, creating
cancellation or amplification effects, depending on their relative phases.

4.  Vegetation

The term  Avegetation represents all the effects that vegetation may have on sound propagating
through an environment. Since the micro-reflections and absorptions et cetera of an entire forest
would be much too cumbersome to measure or model, this attenuation term – like the turbulence
term – is approximated by statistical measures derived from real world experimental results.
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5.  Barriers

The term  Abarrier takes into account the fact that if there is no line of sight to the source – for
instance if the source is behind a wall – no direct sound can reach the listener, and if there are no
nearby objects that can reflect the sound from an indirect direction, the only sound that can be heard
is the diffracted wave that has travelled over (or around) the obstacle. Diffraction is frequency-
dependent however, so depending on the diffraction angle, more and more of the higher frequencies
are filtered out.

If the object separating the source from the listener is permeable to sound waves – like for instance
a wooden wall – there will be some amount of sound penetration, but the sound will be filtered due
to the material's acoustic properties, and its thickness[13]. This effect is called occlusion.

Obstruction, on the other hand, means that the direct sound is blocked, but the sound will still reach
the listener through some order of reflections. Imagine a person who talks to you, while moving to
stand behind a pillar.

Another barrier effect is exclusion, where the direct sound reaches the listener unhindered, while the
reflected sound is blocked, for instance if a person who stands inside a room talks to you through a
door.

After having examined some of the effect of the environment on the propagation of sound, let us
now concentrate on the receiving end – the human hearing system.

2.3 Spatialisation of Sound

This section is meant to describe a few techniques commonly used in 3D audio applications. In
order to fool the human mind that a sound is coming from a certain position in space, several
spatialisation techniques are based on models of human hearing.

2.3.1 Inter-Aural Intensity Difference

The inter-aural intensity difference (IID) – or inter-aural level difference (ILD) - is a measure of the
difference in intensity between our ears for a perceived signal[4]. For example, if a source is located
in front of us and to the right, our right ear receives a clear signal, while our left ear is in the aural
shadow of the head. This effect is effective for sounds above 1500 Hz; below this frequency the
wavelength of the sound becomes too large, whereupon the head diffracts the sound – it “wraps
around” the head – thus lessening the inter-aural intensity difference.

2.3.2 Inter-Aural Time Difference

For sounds below 1500 Hz, the IID becomes too small to successfully interpret the position of a
source. Instead, the inter-aural time difference – or ITD – becomes important[4][12]. The ITD is the
phase difference of the sound from one ear to the other. This measure, on the other hand, becomes
insufficient to determine directions of a source if the sound is above 1500 Hz, because the phase
difference of the sound then becomes larger than 2 .

It would seem as though IID and ITD in conjunction works well for determining the directions of
incoming sound. However, there are several directions around a listener where the IID and ITD are
stationary, thus insufficient to determine in which of these directions the source is. These sectors are
often referred to as cones of confusion. One simple way we use to determine a source position is
therefore to move our heads until the source is outside these sectors, thereby disambiguating the
direction to the source.
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2.3.3 Head Related Transfer Function

Besides occluding sounds, the head also acts like an angle- and distance dependent filter[12][6]. The
outer ear – or pinna – also works as a filter, mainly for frequencies higher than 4 kHz, and allows us
to distinguish both the direction and the azimuth angle to a source. Reflections from our shoulders
and upper body also add to our toolbox of localisation techniques, by adding information on the
azimuth angle of a source. All these effects can be modelled by a linear filter – the Head Related
Transfer Function, or HRTF.

2.3.4 The Ventriloquism Effect

One important feature of computer games is that they rely more heavily on graphics than on audio.
Audio is most often used as a way to enhance the experience of the game – by providing a measure
of realism through interactive sound effects, and a sense of drama through music – but it is rarely
central to the gameplay. However under-prioritized, game audio actually benefits from superb
graphics. We tend to use both visual and aural stimuli to pinpoint the positions of entities in our
surroundings, and due to the  ventriloquism effect[5] we tend to attribute a positionally ambiguous
sound to a visual stimuli, making the ventriloquist's trick possible. This superiority of visual stimuli
may also account for our tendency to believe an ambiguous aural stimuli is behind us if there is no
visual correlation[12].

2.4 Point and Ambient Sources

Most modern game audio software use some or several of the spatialisation techniques mentioned
above, in order to trick players into “believing” the virtual environment that their avatars move
around in. However, since the focus of 3D gameplay has been on indoor environments ever since
Doom, little of the open air acoustic situation is represented in game audio. This is of course a result
of limitations in processing power – just like the reason for the focus on indoor environments in the
first place was mainly limitations in graphics hardware that simply did not allow for long viewing
distances. This situation has changed with increasingly powerful graphics hardware, and many
modern games take place in large, open environments, but audio hardware (and software) is still
focused on indoor environments[10]. Let us examine some of the simplifications implemented in
game audio engines.

2.4.1 Point Sources

One of the major simplifications in game audio is the concept of point sources. A point source is an
omni-directional emitter of sound, that has no size – it is a point. This is an abstraction, since in the
real world, no point sources exist. Conveniently enough, many propagation models use point
sources as “basic” emitters, as for instance the excess attenuation model[16]. In audio API's, a point
source can be both omni-directional and directional – this is done by simply attenuating the source
intensity with the angle incident to the listener. The point of point sources (pun intended) is that
they represent mono audio samples that can be mixed by audio hardware, given their 3D position,
intensity – and other measures not vital for this discussion – into stereo, surround sound, or other
spatialised sound, by implementing the psycho-acoustic and acoustical models and effects discussed
earlier.

A problem with any game is that there is most often not enough processing power or memory assets
available to model a very complex scene with point sources – imagine a busy bazaar, where vendors
sell their goods, children run around and in the open-fronted cafés, bands play. But if the game plot
calls for such a scene, how can the audio environment be modelled? By cheating.
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2.4.2 Ambient Sources

A simple way of providing an aural background – an ambience – to a virtual environment is to go
out into the real world and record the sounds of say, a forest, mixing it to a stereo – or better – track,
and then simply playing that track when the avatar is in a virtual forest. If the avatar is at a beach,
then the game will play the “beach” track. In this way, the player will hear a life-like representation
of a forest or surging waves. However, since the ambience is a stereo track it is not spatially mixed,
which means that regardless of the orientation of the player, the exact same track will be played.
There is therefore no directionality to the ambience.

2.5  Distributed Sources

To use an ambience track that changes according to the location of the avatar gives a sound designer
four degrees of freedom; discrete positions in space and – to a high degree – continuous time, since
the discretisation of audio samples are too fine for us to detect. Discrete positions since the track
only changes according to location, not position within a given location – the avatar may be in a
forest, but it does not matter where in the forest it is, the player will still hear the same ambience.
An example of this technique is the soundscapes used in Valve Software's Source engine. Source's
Soundscapes allows a sound designer to define a distance, and if the player's avatar is within range
and the soundscape source is within line of sight, the ambient sound defined by the soundscape will
play. However, only one soundscape can be active at a given time[18].

As mentioned before, any given real-world terrain contains many sources which contribute to the
overall aural experience, but to model such an environment would require an enormous amount of
point sources, which would make a game too heavy to run.

An alternative way to provide a sense of directionality is to define a distributed source; a sound
field. In terms of ambience sound, an entire forest could be described as a single distributed source
within the game world, instead of a stereo source played “outside” the game world. In this way,
player avatars would be able to move around in the game world and experience the sound emanating
from this sound field, thereby adding directionality to the sound, increasing the sound designer's
degrees of freedom. But given the limitations of audio hardware, and of available assets in computer
games, how can a source field be implemented? One solution is to use cleverly positioned point
sources to simulate such a sound field. So how can a sound field be defined?

2.5.1 Painting Sound

A common way of producing terrain for simulations, animations or games, is to use a height map.
Since most natural terrain (at large scale) can be described as a height function, z= f  x , y , a 2D
map is a simple way of representing and designing such a terrain. This project originated from the
idea of applying the same kind of maps to audio environments. A very intuitive way of designing
source fields would then be to produce a map of them. A sound designer could, using this concept,
paint the areas of a game world map where a certain sound is to be used. In the implementation
produced in this project, the program uses painted audio maps together with a terrain height map to
calculate source fields. Let us examine our options for positioning point sources according to these
maps.

2.5.2 Positioning: The Obvious Way

In order to use point sources to create the effect of a spread out sound field, a positioning scheme
will have to be devised. One very simple way of doing it would be to spread  the sources as evenly
as possible within the field. If, for example, an input map describes some sort of amoeba-like field
shape consisting of 20 000 pixels, one way of creating this field using point sources would be to
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position one source on each of the input pixels' positions, and – assuming a homogenous field –
letting each source represent a corresponding amount of output intensity – 1/20 000 of the total
intensity of the field (exactly how much intensity the field emits in total is a question of coefficient
multiplication, and for this discussion arbitrary and irrelevant). Since most current audio hardware
has a limit of 64 spatialised sources, this solution seems inadequate. So, instead of representing one
pixel with one source, let one source represent a larger subset of the source field – in effect, a
coarser discretisation of the field – say, 5000 pixels, resulting in 4 point sources positioned in a way
to roughly resemble the shape of the source field. As 4 point sources are quite manageable, this
solution will work. A problem will arise, however, as we enter the virtual environment in order to
hear our creation. From a distance, we can perceive the distribution of the sources – thus enhancing
the immersive quality of the environment – but as we move towards the field, the four point sources
will resolve themselves, and it will be possible for us to move to the position of one of them and
clearly point out that this is one of the point sources that create the sound, at which point the
immersion is ruined. Of course it could be argued that this is simply a resolution issue, and that a
trade-off can be achieved between available number of sources and the distribution of the field, but
with contemporary hardware, this is simply not an option. Ironically - with one source per pixel -
this is the most exact, perhaps even realistic, way of representing a source field.

2.5.3 Positioning: The Sampling Grid

The next scheme is dependent on the avatar position within the world, and uses point sources that
are fixed in position relative to the avatar. The idea is to define a sampling grid around the avatar
that “scans” the environment for source fields. As the avatar moves around in the environment, a
cell in the  sampling grid may encounter pixels that belong to a source field (as defined by an input
map), which will trigger the point source located in the middle of the cell to play the sound
associated with the source field that was encountered. The intensity of the playback may still reflect
the relative amount of source pixels within the grid cell compared to the total amount of pixels in
the source field.

Since the sources representing the sample grid move along with the avatar, the problem described
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with the first approach is avoided. The avatar can never walk up to one of the sources, thus
preserving the immersive aspect of the source field.

The spatial sampling frequency of the grid and its size present problems, though. If the grid is too
sparse – or too large, or both – there will be misrepresentation errors as a grid cell encounters pixels
belonging to a source field, and the distance between the actual source pixels and the representing
point source in the middle of the cell is large. To avoid this, a smaller – relative to the environment
– grid can be used given the same number of sampling cells, but then the grid will possibly be too
small to detect sources in the environment that should be detected. An other way to counter the
misrepresentation is to still use a large grid, but increase the number of sampling cells (increase the
sampling frequency). This, on the other hand, becomes a problem when the representing point
sources becomes too many – an 8*8 grid means 64 point sources. This could be remedied somewhat
by smart resource management, so that if a grid cell is empty, no point source is allocated to
represent it. But if all of the environment is covered to some degree by source fields, all sources
should be active, thus presenting a resource problem.

Here follows a pseudo-code representation of the sampling grid (a homogeneous grid is assumed)
scheme :
1. Determine the number of cells, henceforth called numcells, of the grid, and the size of the cells,

henceforth called cellsize (relative to the virtual environment).
2. For each avatar position:

1. Position the sampling grid centered on the avatar.

2. Divide the environment within numcells
2 

×cellsize  to numcells
2 

×cellsize  in

both x and y directions into the desired number of sampling cells.

3. For each sampling cell:
1. If there are any source field pixels within the sampling cell:

1. If there are more than one source field's pixels present in the sampling cell, evaluate
which one has the most pixels. If some are equal, use an arbitrary rule for selection.
Only the chosen field's sample will be played back.

2. Determine the playback intensity of the point source allocated to the cell. (In the current
implementation this is done by simply calculating the percentage of the total source field
that lies within the sampling cell.)

3. Place a point source in the centre of the sampling cell and set its intensity to the
calculated value.

3. Use the point sources to play back the sample associated with the source field, with the
calculated intensities.

Instead of simply choosing the source field with the most pixels in the sampling cell in step 3.1.1
above, the point source could of course play a mixed signal. This would be a better representation
but it would also require more computational power.

Other ways to use a sampling grid, but sidestep some of the problems mentioned above could be to
define a sample grid with cells of different sizes, allowing higher spatial sampling closer to the
avatar and conversely, lower spatial sampling farther away from the avatar (shown in illustration 5).
This would make better use of available point sources, providing a better trade-off between the area
covered by the grid, and the amount of detail perceived in the vicinity of the avatar.
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(The difference in colour intensity denotes
difference in intensity between cells.)

2.5.4 Positioning: The Dynamic Sector Approach

The last scheme discussed here is based on the division of source fields into circle sectors, relative
to the origin of the avatar position. Let us say that due to resource limitations, only four point
sources may be used to model a source field. Instead of spacing these out inside the source field as
in the first scheme, this scheme will space them out so that they cover an equal amount – a quarter
in this example – of  the total circle sector covered by the source field, relative to the avatar. In
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other words, from the avatar's point of view, the source field covers a sector of its surroundings.
This sector can be small, if the field itself is small or if the field is far away from the avatar, or large,
if the field is either very large or very close to the avatar. In the special case that the avatar is within
the field, the sector completely surrounds the avatar. In this case, as shown in illustration 8, the four
dynamic sectors will divide the source field into four neat quadrants, with the avatar in the middle.

After having divided the source field into dynamic sectors, it has to be decided where to place the
point sources that are to be used to represent the source field. This is done by calculating the
centroid of each of these sectors and then placing a point source in each centroid. The centroid
calculation used in the implementation is quite straight-forward, since the maps are discretised and
the fields are defined by a finite number of pixels. The implementation therefore only has to
determine which pixels belong to a given sector, and then use the mean position of these pixels as
the centroid of that sector. The result is an avatar point-of-view representation of the source field.
Here follows a pseudo-code description of the calculation of the dynamic circle sector scheme:
1. For each avatar position in the virtual world:

2. For each source field:
1. Based on the position of the avatar and the area of the source field, calculate the total circle

sector that the source field lies in.

2. Split the total sector into a desired number of sub-sectors of equal size.
3. For each sub-sector:

1. If  there are any pixels within the sector:

1. Count the number of pixels, and calculate their mean position.
2. Place a point source in the calculated mean position.
3. Calculate the relative intensity of the sub-sector by dividing the number of pixels in the

sub-sector with the total number of pixels in the field.
4. Set the point source's intensity to the calculated relative intensity.

In the implementation, a single point source was used for each sub-sector. In a way, the resulting
representation of the source field actually is a thin slice of the field, since there is no real depth
involved. That is; for a given avatar position and a given source field, the point sources used to
model the field might be positioned further away, or nearer to the avatar, but for one given sub-
sector, only one point source is used. Instead of this rather shallow representation, depth could be
provided by splitting each sub-sector into smaller parts on the radial axis. This would create a
number of radial sub-sectors for each circle sub-sector, thus enabling a better representation of the
depth of the field (shown in illustration 9).
A problem with this approach is that the point sources used to model the fields move around relative
to both the environment and the avatar, as the avatar moves around the environment, in order to
preserve the coarsely discretised shape of the source field in polar coordinates. This means that the
aural representation may vary wildly between one cell and the next, depending on the resolution of
the maps.
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2.6 Simplifications

Before the implementation of the concept could take place, it had to be decided which phenomena
of the real world that were to be modelled, and which simplifications that had to be made in order to
do so. The first – and most obvious – phenomenon that should be implemented is of course the
inverse square law, since this provides the most basic clue to the positioning of a source – varying
the intensity of a source depending on the distance to it. The second phenomenon to be included
was the attenuation caused by barriers, in order to model some of the behaviour of sound in a
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varying terrain. This part did not take reflections into consideration – due to time limitations – but
in one of the implemented models – the dynamic sector approach – a simple diffraction scheme was
included that finds the shortest propagation path over obstacles and attenuates the sound according
to this distance. This diffraction scheme did not take frequency-based diffraction into account, and
there is no attenuation depending on the angle of diffraction, but a mechanism for detecting a
diffraction situation is implemented.
Neither atmospheric effects or vegetation attenuation were implemented, due to time limitations,
but the possibility of defining absorbing areas in the terrain – like for instance forests – were
discussed.
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3  The Implementation

The AudioMaps test program has been the testing platform of the project. It has been implemented
in C++ for a Windows environment. Since the focus of the project has been the implementation of
map-controlled field sources, it was decided to use an audio interface to take care of the sound
playback. DirectSound by Microsoft and OpenAL was considered, and OpenAL was chosen due to
it being open source and non-platform specific.

3.1  The OpenAL Interface

OpenAL is a fairly new (version 1.0 as of October 2005) open source, cross-platform interface for
3D audio[1]. On a windows platform, OpenAL can run on three different devices:

• Generic Software: runs on any sound card, with or without Direct X support. The software
version of OpenAL is simpler than the hardware accelerated versions – there is only intensity
difference panning available, for instance – but is the most portable, since it runs on almost
anything.

• Generic Hardware: runs an emulation of OpenAL on top of DirectSound 3D. This means that in
effect, DirectSound3D handles the mixing of the sound. In this version, more advanced
techniques than intensity panning is available, such as ITD, IID and HRTF.

• Native OpenAL drivers: “pure” hardware accelerated OpenAL. Runs on later models of Creative
sound cards.

OpenAL is organised around three central concepts; a listener, sources and buffers. In each context
– a virtual environment, say – there can only be one listener object. The listener object is what
determines the output delivered to the user, and can therefore be seen as an aural avatar. Sources are
all objects in the virtual environment that emit sound. There are no conceptual limitations on how
many sources there can be in an environment, but hardware limitations varies depending on which
device OpenAL runs on.
Buffers are the storage for the actual sample data that the sources emit in the virtual environment.
This division between sources and buffers is extremely useful, since multiple sources may be
connected to the same buffer at once, and multiple buffers may be queued to a single source. This
means that allocation of resources becomes very flexible. This is a very important property for this
project.

3.2 First Version

One of the first ideas on how to use maps for audio scripting was to use gradient maps. Using this
scheme, the program would examine – for each source – a gray-scale map of sound intensity, and
calculate the gradient of this map at the avatar position. A point source would then be positioned
according to the gradient, and the intensity of its playback would be the value at the avatar's
position. This provided directionality to the source, but it was a poor way of modelling a sound
field, since a single source is insufficient to model a distributed source.

This technique, while inadequate to model a distributed field, is interesting as it allows for easy
player-position dependent panning of mono sources. In this way, the music soundtrack for the game
could become more meaningful, as the positioning of individual instruments could become a
navigational aid for the player. An example would be a game where certain instruments are mapped
to certain phenomena in the game world – a piano could be mapped to the meaning “sanctuary” so
that a player could always go in the direction of the piano part in order to find a hiding place.
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A problem with the first version was the creation of gradient maps. It is incredibly hard to manually
paint smooth gradient maps. Since one of the fundamental ideas in this project was to implement an
intuitive way of creating source fields, a better idea would be to let the user paint the area of the
sound field, and let the program compute the gradient for all other positions of the map.

3.3  Second Version

In the second version of the program, the user would paint the area of the sound field, and the
program would then compute the euclidean distance to the field for all points on the map. The
position of the sound sources were still computed by gradient calculation, but the method of
creating the maps – from a user perspective – was a lot easier.

The algorithm used to calculate the distance function was originally proposed by Ingemar
Ragnemalm and implemented in C by Stefan Gustafson[3]. Since this algorithm uses region
growing to create the distance maps, different ways to make it automatically compute the
propagation of sound in an environment were discussed. An idea that came up was to use a cost
function, for instance described as a height map, to make the algorithm spread around obstacles, in a
way similar to the propagation of sound. A big drawback with this method, however, is that the
algorithm progresses from a pixel to its  immediate neighbour pixels, which means that only four
directions can be used to represent the propagation. The idea was abandoned, but the principle is
interesting and could well have been of use.

3.4 Current/Final Version

In the current version, the idea of distribution is addressed. Instead of calculating a gradient in run-
time, the behaviour of all source fields are pre-calculated for all possible positions of the player's
avatar. Included in the pre-calculation is a rough estimation of how the terrain of the game world
will affect the propagation of sound from the fields.

3.4.1 The Script

In order to calculate the maps for run-time use, the program needs some input, which is given in the
form of a script. There are two types of scripts – one that provides input for the grid model, and one
for the dynamic circle sector model. More details on the scripts can be found in the appendix.
Some of the information in the scripts is used in the same way by both the grid model and the
dynamic sector model. This is global information such as the name of the scenario, which model the
script describes, a path to the game world map – which is simply a graphical representation of the
environment that can provide some navigational aids to the user – and the height map of the virtual
terrain in the environment. In order to process maps of different sizes, the scripts provide
information on how big the maps are – in pixels – and how big the environment that these maps
represent is. They also share information on which sound field maps are to be used, which samples
that are linked to these maps and how many field sources there are in the scenario.

Besides this information, the two different models need some additional information.

6.  The Grid Model Script

Besides the common information described above, the grid model needs information on how big the
grid is – this is set by a scale factor based on the square of the environment size – and how many
sampling cells the square grid consists of, which is set by the square root of the cell number. Given
for instance “0.5” and “8”, the grid will cover a quarter of the environment and consist of 64
sampling cells.
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7.  The Dynamic Circle Sector Model Script

Since the dynamic sector approach allocates a specific number of point sources for each source
field, this information has to be included in the script, per field source. Another item that is
irrelevant in the grid script is the detection distances of the source fields. The detection distance is
meant to provide a tool that enables the program to limit its propagation calculations to the actual
distance that the field source is meant to be heard – meaning that if a source has 3 point sources
allocated to it, these are positioned only within the part of the field that is within hearing range of
the listener. This is a measure that can be set individually for all source fields.

3.4.2 The Input Maps

The program can only use bitmap images of square dimensions and powers of 2 – e.g. 32*32 or
1024*1024 – since the graphics in the program are implemented in OpenGL, which, by default,
does not accept bitmaps with other dimensions as textures.
The maps used in pre-calculation – the source field maps and the height map – can be created in any
fashion as long as they are read as 24-bit (8 bits per colour channel) bitmap images to the program.
The reason for using colour images was that in a possible future version of the program, not only
gray scale intensity, but colour would be mapped to some parameter of the sound field. In the
current version, however, only the red channel is read.
The information stored in the red channel of the images is copied to temporary arrays, and the image
files are then closed.

3.4.3 Audio Samples

At this point, only uncompressed mono .wav files can be used as input to the program, preferably at
a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz. Since the duration of background music and ambient tracks may be
quite long, a better solution would have been to stream files from a storage media. As it is, all audio
samples are uploaded into the system's RAM.

3.4.4 Evaluation of the Sound Field Maps

The next step is to create a model of the source fields, which is done in two different ways,
depending on the model to be used in the scenario.

8.  The Grid Model

First, all non-zero pixels in all input maps are stored in vectors containing their 2D positions plus
the index of the input map. The total number of pixels for each source is also stored.
The grid cells are defined by the input script, and the positions of the corresponding point sources
are set to be in the middle of each cell.

Then, for each possible position of the avatar in the environment – that is for all pixels of the input
maps – the algorithm cycles through the stored source pixel positions, determines if they are within
the grid at all, and if they are, determine which cell of the grid it lies within. As the algorithm plows
on, a data structure counts the number of pixels from each source that lie within each cell.
After all source pixel positions have been examined, the program looks – for each grid cell – at
which source field dominates the cell by majority of pixels. The id of the “winning” source field is
then stored in the id-map for that grid cell. The intensity of the cell is determined by dividing the
number of majority pixels encountered in the cell by the total number of pixels in the corresponding
source field. This gives a relative intensity that will – multiplied by the source field's total intensity
modifier – represent the sound coming from that cell during runtime. This measure is stored in the
cell's intensity map.
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Then, all point source positions are stored in their cells' x, y and z position maps. The x and y
positions are fixed – to the middle of the grid cells – but the z position follows the height map of the
environment. In this way, the cells follow the contour of the terrain.
To model some effect of the terrain, the positions of all the point sources that are used to model the
environment are run through the terrain ray tracing function – described later in this text – and if a
source is blocked, its intensity is simply put to zero. This is a coarse simplification – no diffraction
is accounted for – but the mechanism to detect blocking is in place.

9.  The Dynamic Circle Sector Model

The major difference in the evaluation of the maps between the grid model and the dynamic circle
sector model is that in the grid model, all maps are processed at the same time – in order to
determine which source field that dominates a cell in the grid – and in the dynamic approach all
field sources are evaluated separately. The following description therefore applies only for one field
source, and is repeated for all field sources.
First, the program finds all non-zero pixels in the source map, and stores these positions. Then, for
all possible discrete positions in the environment – let us call them avatar positions – the algorithm
finds all pixels within the given detection distance, counts them, and calculates minimum and
maximum angles from the avatar position to the pixels. This gives a circle sector that contains the
detected pixels.  The resulting sector is then divided evenly into as many sub-sectors as there will be
point sources used to model the field. For all pixels within detection range, the terrain impact is then
evaluated, as described later in this text.

The number of pixels that still contribute to each of these circle sectors are counted, and their mean
position – per sector – is calculated. This gives, for all sectors,  a centroid of the source pixels that is
weighted by the impact of the terrain. This centroid's x, y and z position are then stored in the
corresponding maps, for the current avatar position.

10. Evaluation of the Terrain Impact

In order to model some measure of how the terrain in an environment affects the propagation of
sound, the implementation uses a ray tracing approach. The terrain evaluation function takes a
starting 3D point and an ending 3D point as input – henceforth called start and end – and then
progresses through the terrain from start to end, estimating the topology of the terrain in between as
it goes. In this implementation, the algorithm starts at the position of the avatar and ends in the
calculated position of a point source used to model part of the source field. The following pseudo-
code describes the process in more detail, while illustrations 8-14 provides a more cursory
explanation.

1.  Calculate the 2D angle in the plane of the maps (henceforth called  ) from start to end.
2.  Sample the height map in start and end and calculate the azimuth angle (henceforth called

new ). from start to end. This is the reference angle ref .
3.  Beginning in start, move the distance of one cell in the direction  , sample the height map,

and calculate new from start to the sampled point. If new is the same, or less than ref ,
continue to move in the direction  , and continue sampling the height map.

4.  If new is greater than ref , an occlusion has been found. As long as new continues to
grow, the local maximum of the terrain has not yet been found, so the function will continue to
move in the direction  .

5.  If new is less than new1 , a local maximum has been found. The function then stores:
• The current position.
• The euclidean distance from start to the current position.
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• The angle from start to this position,  previous node as  a node, and recursively runs the
function, this time with the new node as a starting point.

If there are stored nodes in the function:
• In step 5, as new is compared to new1 it is also compared to  previous node ; If new

>= previous node , the current node is no longer needed, since the sound can take a more
direct path. When the next local maximum is detected, the current node is deleted, and a
new node is created. The distance and angle from the previous node in the list to the new
one is calculated, and stored in the previous node, which, since a node was just deleted,
gives the shortest path for the sound.

When the function encounters end, it returns to its context – probably itself, since it is recursive –
and stores the distance and angle to end in the last node in the list.

The azimuth angle is calculated. The algorithm begins to crawl across the
terrain.

A local maximum is found, and the angle to
this point is greater than that from the start
to the end point.

A node is created, and the algorithm is
recursively restarted, now with the node as
starting point.
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A new local maximum is found, but the
angle between the node and this point is
greater than that from the avatar position to
the maximum, which means that a shorter
path is available.

A new node is created, and the previous
node is deleted, leaving the shortest path
possible.
The algorithm then starts again, with the
new node as starting point.

A new local maximum is found, and the
angle to this point is greater than that from
the node to the end point.

A new node is created, and the algorithm is
restarted.

The resulting shortest path.

When the execution of the function is terminated, the list of nodes is available. To get the distance
from the avatar position to the source pixel, the program simply adds the distances stored in the
nodes. The total contribution of end is then regarded as coming from a point in space;

node distances , , first in spherical coordinates.
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3.4.5 Runtime

After calculating – or loading – a scenario, the program allows a user to “walk around” a 2D graphic
representation of the environment, in order to experience the calculated source fields. Even though
the representation is strictly 2D, the world is in 3D – the avatar moves around on the height map.

11.  Saving and Loading Scenarios

The scenario can be saved to a file, which can then be loaded at another time. The save function
works in slightly different ways depending on which model was calculated, since the information is
processed in different order by the two models. The information that is saved is the main scenario
information – name, path to the world map, path to the height map – and field source information
such as paths to the source maps and audio samples. The bulk of the information in the save files
consists of the actual rendered maps for all point sources used in the scenario. These maps contain
x, y, z and intensity coordinates for all sources, and, in the case of the grid layout model, also the
identity of the source to be played by a point source. Since the program saves this information in a
text format, the file is easy to peruse and/or manipulate.
A more detailed description of the save files can be found in the appendix.

12.  The Console

The program uses a console interface – a modified version of the NeHe Console by LoLo – for user
interaction[17]. The console allows the user to calculate, save and load scenarios, to set the intensity
and the reference distance of the source fields and set flags for graphic appearance. More details on
the console commands can be found in the appendix under the Program Manual section.

13.  The Avatar

There is also an avatar in the “game” world that represents the user. This avatar has some
rudimentary navigational options that the user can control via the keyboard. See appendix for details
on the user operations allowed in the program.
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14.  Positioning of the Point Sources

The positioning of the point sources used to model the environment is very straightforward in the
grid layout model. The positions for all sources are simply read from the stored positions – which
are static in 2D relative to the avatar – in the calculated or loaded maps, and then interpolated
between cells as the avatar moves around.

In the case of the dynamic circle sector model, the runtime point sources used to model a source
field are allocated to the centroids in the maps according to a prioritisation routine that compares the
distances between a centroid and the point sources, and sets the point source that is closest to the
centroid to the position of the centroid. The algorithm then repeats the procedure for the remaining
centroids and point sources. The point with this method was to make a global prioritisation routine
possible. If the implementation were to be used in a larger framework – a game – the modelled
sources would have to fit into a bigger prioritisation routine were other objects in the world would
need point sources, like for instance moving entities, and point sources would have to be allocated
according to some level of importance.
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4 Conclusion

This chapter will deal with what conclusions were drawn, what lessons were learned and what
improvements could be done. First of all let us examine the limitations of the project.

4.1  Limitations

This project has a number of limitations, mostly due to the limited amount of time for a thesis
project, but also due to the focus of the project – in order to reach some goals, others would have to
be excluded.

4.1.1 Point Sources

One major simplification, that game audio in general uses heavily, is that of point sources. In the
real world, there are no infinitesimal points from where sound is generated. In reality, all sound
sources are volume sources, which are a lot harder to model with the level of contemporary
hardware. Then again, a game does not have to be realistic. It just has to be immersive, which can
be done with non-realistic methods. However, to use point sources – the “standard” source of
contemporary game audio – to model field sources is in no way a perfect solution.

4.1.2 Dimensional Limitations

Another limitation inherent in the project is that it is applicable only on game environments that
more or less limits the movement of the player avatar to 2D navigation, in the sense that the player
may move upon a height map, but the third dimension is a function of the first two. A game which
uses true 3D navigation would have to use a volumetric approach, which makes the creation of
painted maps awkward. Instead, a set of volumes of varying shape could be used to define different
volume field sources.

4.1.3 A Static Environment

The largest limitation in the project is that in runtime, the environment is static. There can be no
real-time modification of the audio maps, since they are all pre-calculated. For a contemporary
game environment, this is no big problem, since most games' maps are static anyway. But the level
of interactivity in games continues to grow, so a game where the player may modify all aspects of
her environment is easy to envision.

4.1.4 A single Sample Does Not a Field Make

The concept of a source field is in itself a  gross simplification, as it models a homogeneous field
(albeit of amorphous shape) that emits the exact same sound from all points, when – in reality –
there  are no such fields in a given environment. What in this project is seen as a source field, is a
part of the environment where there is a dominant background sound (E.g. “the forest”, “the
village” et cetera.) that sound more or less the same, regardless of where in the field the avatar is. In
this project, a single sample played from several locations is used to model a field, which is not very
sophisticated. However, compared to the most common solution, ambience tracks, source fields
allow for directionality.

4.1.5 Relative Point Source Positions

Since in the case of the dynamical circle sector model the algorithm splits a source field into circle
sectors as seen from the position of the player avatar, and then calculates the centroid within each
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sector, the centroids are different for all positions of the avatar. This means that the point sources
used to model the field “move” in discrete steps as the avatar moves across the environment.
Another way to model the field – given the same number of point sources – could be to identify the
optimum positions within the field to represent its shape, and then statically position the point
sources in these positions. This would ensure that the the player would perceive a consistent sound
from the field, regardless of where she is. (See Positioning: The Obvious Solution.) However, with
a static scheme as described above, a player could walk into a field and clearly identify the positions
of all point sources used to model it, which would break the illusion of a source field, and therefore
also lessen the immersive impact of the sound environment. With the approach used in the dynamic
sector model, the sound is not very consistent (This can be heard when using extremely low
resolution maps, where the cells are relatively big compared to the game world.) but a player should
never be able to identify the exact origin of a sound, and therefore (hopefully) interpret it as a
distributed source.

4.1.6 A topology problem

A problem with the circle sector approach is that the calculations of the sectors is based on the
notion that the source can be found between a minimum and maximum angle from the perspective
of the avatar. This circle sector is then divided into a number of smaller sub-sectors, enumerated
from the minimum angle to the maximum angle. However, when the avatar is within the field
source, the source completely surrounds the avatar, making the minimum angle 0 and the maximum

2 . As soon as the avatar moves out of the field, the values of minimum and maximum angles
may take very different values depending on the movement of the avatar. This means that the first
enumerated sector in a very sudden way has shifted position relative to its prior position. In the
current version of the implementation this is not a problem since the positions of all sources are
discrete. If one were to interpolate between these discrete positions though, the problem would
become apparent, as the point sources would – at some points in the terrain – zoom wildly across
the map.

4.1.7 Terrain Accuracy and Filtering

In this project, a basic terrain calculation permitted some sense of occlusion of field sources. This
part can be greatly improved. Currently, the program only takes the height of the terrain into
account. This means that the modelled sound cannot move around obstacles – only move over them,
which is a very coarse representation of how sound propagates.

4.2 Discussion

As seen in the limitations section, there are a lot of things that can be improved, or redone
completely in the project. There are also ideas that was never implemented, and several ideas and
thoughts that arose through the course of the project.

The two methods for modelling distributed sources produced in this project – the grid and the circle
sectors – both have their advantages and problems. The grid model definitely has theoretical
potential as the most realistic of the two – given larger grids with higher resolution, the sound
environment could be modelled to a very exact degree – but this scenario is simply not viable, due
to the incredible amounts of point sources needed to represent the grid. At lower resolutions – say,
8*8 grids – the amount of sources are manageable, but the limited number of sources makes it more
susceptible to spatial quantisation artifacts. However, there is something that this model can
represent that the circle sector approach does not, namely the depth of the source field. In the circle
sector model, there is only ONE point source per sector (per source field, that is) positioned at the
centroid of that sector. This means that in effect, the field is reduced to a line, with the centroids as
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vertices, and the depth of the field is not represented. This omission is due to the fact that it was
deemed more important to model the width of the field – hence the circle sectors – than the depth. A
simple extension of the model could allow for several layers of field depth per source – by defining
“shells” of sectors on different radii – but then the model would need more point sources, and the
compactness and simplicity of the model would disappear.

The major advantage with the dynamic circle sector approach is of course the relatively few point
sources needed to model each field, but the aim of the project was to provide a tool that allows for a
more immersive sound environment than ambience sources can provide. With that in mind, the
allocation of sources to each field must be based primarily on aesthetics and not on the least
possible number of point sources. Then again, the project was carried out with gaming
environments in mind after all, where point source and memory allocation for source fields may not
have the highest priority.
The idea of pre-calculation of complex phenomena in order to model environments in real time
applications is commonly used in computer game graphics, where game maps – or “levels” - are
often first rendered by some global illumination algorithm providing diffuse spreading of light. The
resulting light maps are then saved and used to texture the game world model in run-time, where
dynamic lighting may be added to the scene to provide local light interaction. For instance, this
approach may greatly enhance the realism of outdoor scenes, where strong sunlight contrasts with
shadows and indoor environments, that may be diffusely illuminated by reflected sunlight. The
Source engine by Valve software[18] uses this approach.

The pre-calculation used in this project results in completely static sound environments, where no
change can be made to the environment in run-time. The approach used in A beam tracing
approach[8] is in one way more flexible, as the pre-calculation of the environment only results in a
data structure that stores probable sound paths, implicating that sound sources may move about in
the environment in runtime but the sound that reaches the listener is modified by the paths taken.
The model produced in that project focused mainly on rectilinear indoor environments, and the
subject of distributed sources is not addressed. Despite this, some of the ideas from that project
could be interesting to apply to the Audio Maps project, for instance the subdivision of the
environment into topologically connected cells. This could either reduce the number of calculations
done in the pre-calculation phase, or allow for more detailed sound interaction in the environment
like multiple propagation paths of the sound.

4.2.1 Idea: The Impulse Response Map

 Of course, to segment a “natural”-looking terrain based on a height map is obviously not as straight
forward as an indoor environment, but one way to do it is to use an algorithm similar to that of
Ragnemalm's[3] that could “fill” the height map from the positions of a source field with a
propagating wavefront. As the wavefront hits a cell – let's call it C1 – in the height map, the
(simulated) time of arrival, intensity of the signal and direction from where the front came is
recorded. The wavefront then continues to propagate across the terrain, and when it encounters an
obstacle, a reflected wave is produced. When the reflected wave hits C1, the time, intensity and
direction is again recorded, and so on, and so forth, until the wavefront energy has fallen under a
pre-determined threshold value. In this fashion, an impulse response will have to be calculated for
all cells. This impulse response could then be used to filter the sample used for the distributed
source. As the listener moves between cells, the impulse responses could be interpolated in some
fashion. The cells would of course not have to be uniform in size or shape, but instead an estimation
of the local topology – say, the “River Valley” or the “Mountain Plateau”.
This idea would then also result in an audio map of sorts, but instead of using maps to position point
sources, this would be a set of filter parameter maps.
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4.2.2 Other Applications of Maps

The focus of this project became the use of maps to describe field sources. Possibly there are many
other ways to apply the same basic principle to other phenomena in game audio. One of the ideas
that arose during the project was maps of areas where sound is partially occluded and absorbed –
such as forests – in order to model more than the most basic attributes of a landscape.

Another possible use for maps would be to designate areas of different reverberation characteristics
– a  feature  based on impulse response convolution that is used for instance in the EAX API by
Creative Labs[14] – which would enhance the sense of immersion without the use of complex ray
tracing methods. This feature is used heavily in traditional “first person shooter” games, since these
most often take place inside close environments such as buildings or caves, where reverberation
gives an important clue as to the size of the room a player avatar is in.

The scripting of music is of course a possible extension of the concept. In the case of music,
diegetic music could be processed exactly like all other sound in the environment, while semi-
diegetic and non-diegetic music would not be subjected to terrain processing. Scripting music with
maps would be an easy way to create a spatialised soundtrack, a concept mentioned in[7].

4.3 Future work

First of all, any future work would benefit from a development team consisting of more than one
person. A future version of the implementation would also benefit from being built from scratch,
since the lessons learned from this project makes a lot of the existing code superfluous, or simply
inadequate. With that said, here follows the most important work if the next (hypothetical) version
is to be produced.

4.3.1 Testing

It would be interesting to test the system in an interactive virtual environment – such  as a game
engine – to find out if the perceived quality of the sound is higher than with a more conventional
approach. If it is, is it true for all types of games? It would also be interesting to see if a system
based on this project could “fit in” into a modern game's sound prioritisation scheme – is there
enough processing power to use the system together with all other aspects of a game environment?
Is it – from a programmer's perspective – a viable alternative to a simple stereo track based
ambience solution? 

4.3.2 Interpolated Positions of the Point Sources

As discussed in the limitations section, no interpolation of positions in the circle sector model is
currently possible, because of a topology issue. This could possibly be resolved by extending the
angle calculation from 2D to 3D, by adding an azimuth angle. Instead of calculating maximum and
minimum angles on a disk –  as is currently the case – the algorithm could “pretend” that the
position being examined lies above the plane of the map, thereby extruding a cone that maintains its
topology as the examined position moves into or out of the source field. This could allow a more
precise enumeration of the calculated centroids, thus permitting interpolation between the centroids'
positions.

4.3.3 Streaming Samples

In the current version, all samples are loaded into memory. This is clearly not very memory
efficient. A much better way would be to stream audio samples – possibly compressed – from
storage.
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4.3.4 Improved Code

Because of the exploratory nature of the project, the implemented program suffers from
continuously re-written code, bad hacks and lack of pre-meditation. The pre-calculation part is slow.
This can probably be improved by better code implementation and optimization.

4.3.5 A Different Approach

A new version would of course benefit the most from a comprehensive evaluation of the project so
far. The idea of an impulse response map mentioned in Discussion would be interesting to explore,
as well as using maps to script other measures than acoustic features.

4.4 Final Words

I have been working – sometimes less, sometimes more – on Audio Maps since October 05. Right
now it seems as though the effort I have put into the work has not really amounted to much. If I
were a “ninja” programmer, I probably would have gotten a lot further with this project than where
it is today. Despite this, I see the result of this project as a success. The project description stated
that the purpose of the project is to produce a program that can take painted maps as input and use
these to modify the behaviour of sound sources in a real-time application, which I achieved.

The terrain interaction calculation, as well as the modelling of source fields are actually bonuses,
and I am happy that I took the time to implement them. As stated before, since the writing of the
implementation has been an exploratory process, I have learned a lot through the course of the
project. The two models for describing source fields are coarse approximations of real environments
at best, but since I intended to create something that was more detailed than simply using ambience
tracks to describe a sound environment, I am moderately happy with the result.

I also have to point out that I do not know of any similar work, which is strange, since the idea is
extremely simple. If I could continue my work on this concept, I would love to explore the
possibility to perform extremely detailed pre-process computations in order to create the impulse
response map – working title, not sure if it is a fitting name – described in the discussion part. There
is something very alluring about sidestepping traditional positioning of point sources and
calculating the modelled sound directly instead.

Erik Carlson
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6  Appendix

6.1  Program manual

Avatar controls
Forward – w

Backward – s
Turn left – a
Turn right – d

Strafe/Sidestep left – q
Strafe/Sidestep right – e
Speed – space

Other controls
Toggle console - §
Exit program when the console is not active – Escape

Console commands
Read a script and calculate the scenario – \calculate filepath (Example: “\calculate
data\scenario.txt”)

Save a calculated scenario – \save filepath
Load a calculated scenario – \load filepath
Show the calculated positions of the sources – \show sources

Hide the calculated positions of the sources – \hide sources
Show the maps of the sources – \show maps
Set the intensity of a field source – \setintensity sourceID value (Example: “\setintensity 0 25”)

Set the reference distance of a field source – \setrefdist sourceID value (Example: “\setrefdist 1
8000”)

6.2 The Input Scripts

This part of the appendix describes in more detail how the input scripts for the program are
structured.

6.2.1 The Grid Layout Script

• The scenario name 

• Which type of point source placement model to be used – dynamic circle sector or grid.
• The path to the game world map – used for graphical purposes only.

• The path to the height map of the game world.

• The square root of the number of cells that is to be computed. (A measure of how big the maps
are. A 256*256 pixel map will have the size 256.)
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• The size (in metres) that the map represents. If a map is supposed to be 10 km on one side, this
measure would be 10 000.

• A flag to indicate whether the grid should be defined in Cartesian or in polar coordinates.
• The square root of the number of sample sectors – and point sources – to be used in the grid. This

means that an input of “8” gives a sampling grid of 64 sectors.

• The size of the sampling grid relative to the environment – “1.0” means that they are the same
size.

• The number of field sources in the scenario.

Since the program can evaluate several source fields, the following applies per field:
• The path to the audio sample that is to be mapped to a sound field

• The path to the map of the sound field.
• The intensity multiplier for the source. This is an arbitrary measure of the total intensity that the

field emit, which can be modified later in runtime.

6.2.2 The Dynamic Circle Sector Script

• The scenario name 
• Which type of point source placement model to be used – dynamic circle sector or grid.

• The path to the game world map – used for graphical purposes only.
• The path to the height map of the game world.
• The square root of the number of cells that is to be computed. (A measure of how big the maps

are. A 256*256 pixel map will have the size 256.)

• The size (in metres) that the map represents. If a map is supposed to be 10 km on one side, this
measure would be 10 000.

•  The number of source fields to be evaluated in the scenario.

Since the program can evaluate several source fields, the following applies per field:
• The path to the audio sample that is to be mapped to a sound field

• The path to the map of the sound field.
• The detection distance for the field – this is supposed to be used if a source is not supposed to be

heard all over the environment, but it is only a parameter for the map calculation; the actual
intensity and reference distance for the point sources have to be set elsewhere.

• The number of 3D positioned OpenAL point sources to be used to model the field in run-time.

6.3The Saved Scenario File Structure

This part of the appendix documents the file structure of the saved scenario files.

6.3.1 The Grid Layout File

• The scenario name

• Which model the scenario employs – dynamic or grid

• The path to the scenario “map” (The graphical representation of the game world.)
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• The path to the scenario height map
• The square root of the size of the maps used, in pixels

•  The number of field sources.

And then for each source:
• The path to the sample that is to be played.

• The path to the source map that corresponds to the sample.
• The reference distance of the point sources
• The source field's total intensity

For all modelled point sources:
For all discrete positions in the map:
• x position of the point source

• y position of the point source
• z position of the point source
• Source ID of the point source

• intensity of the point source

6.3.2 The Dynamic Circle Sector File

• The scenario name.

• Which model the scenario employs – dynamic or grid
• The path to the scenario “map” (The graphical representation of the game world.)
• The path to the scenario height map

• The square root of the size of the maps used
•  The number of field sources

And then for each source:
• The path to the sample that is to be played.
• The path to the source map that corresponds to the sample.

• The number of point sources used to model the field.

• The reference distance of the point sources
• The source field's total intensity

For all modelled point sources:
For all discrete positions in the map:
• x position of the point source
• y position of the point source

• z position of the point source

• intensity of the point source
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